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PRIVATE EQUITY

Canadian pipeline operator Inter Pipeline has rejected an unsolicited bid by Brookfield
Infrastructure Partners. Brookfield, which holds a 19.6% stake in Inter, says that they have been in
talks since September but had failed to reach a friendly agreement.
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TDR Capital, an European-focused private equity firm, has raised its offer price for a third time to take
specialized asset manager, Arrow Global, private after the first three offers were rejected. Zachery
Lewy, the founder of Arrow, has entered into a binding letter of support which suggests that the deal
may move forward.

TDR Capital is a private equity firm with over €8.0bn of committed capital that primarily invests in medium-

sized companies in Europe to help them grow their operations. The firm takes an active role in its portfolio

companies and has recently concentrated its investments in the modular housing sector.

Arrow Global is an asset management firm that uses capital to acquire nonperforming customer accounts

from retail banks and credit card companies. The firm has reported strong revenue growth and has reduced its

leverage in recent years as the average cost of debt fell from 8.0% to 3.9%.

Deal Structure: For its fourth offer, TDR Capital is offering 305 pence a share which is significantly above the

original offer of 250 pence a share. The fourth bid values the company at €540.0mn.

Significance: TDR’s persistence in this acquisition with multiple offers suggests that the firm sees a lot of value

in Arrow Global’s platform. As borrowing costs have fallen in Europe, Arrow Global is in an advantageous

position as the net interest margin spread on its portfolio will increase as borrowing costs fall. In addition, TDR

is a seasoned operator in this sector given their previous acquisition of Lowell Group whose business tripled

under TDR’s purview. TDR exited the company in 2015, however it is now venturing back into this niche by

attempting to take Arrow Global private. The fourth attempt has the support of Arrow’s founder, but the raised

valuation is still below the valuation target of 420 pence set by Jefferies.

Brookfield Infrastructure is an affiliate of Brookfield Asset management, based in Toronto, Canada. The

company is one of the world’s largest owners of hard infrastructure assets with a portfolio valued at $91bn.

Inter Pipeline operates oil pipelines in Alberta and Saskatchewan as well as liquid gas processing facilities.

Currently, the company is seeking a partner to take a stake in its recyclable plastic production plant.

Deal Structure: Brookfield offered C$16.5/share, which was  ~30% above the market price at the time of the

offer, which values Inter at C$7.1bn ($5.6bn). After news of the deal broke, Inter’s stock price surged to C$17.61.

Significance: After early talks between Inter and Brookfield have fallen through, Brookfield remains persistent

and has indicated to be willing to pay up to C$18.25 (C$7.8bn) per share under the condition that Inter “provides

materials for due diligence”. Inter, however, believes those offers do not reflect the company’s intrinsic value

and attaches a value to itself that lays well over Brookfield’s assessment. Nonetheless, after having rejected

other takeover offers before, the most recent offer forces Inter’s to board to engage in serious discussion about

a potential takeover. JPMorgans’s Jeremy Tonet expects to “see the board reengaging to secure a price above

the current offer”, in a note published by his research team. A takeover by a company like Brookfield could

bring a sense of stability to Inter, a company in a shrinking sector, that has seen a share price decline of roughly

38% over the last year.

By: Irfan Ajmeri & Elias Kun
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VENTURE CAPITAL

London-based next-gen data management startup Solidatus secures £14mn from AlbionVC.
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AI Startup Labelbox raises $40mn in Series C Funding Round Led by B Capital Group.

Labelbox currently stands as the leading training data platform for enterprise machine learning applications,

offering powerful API and automation features. The startup has 80 employees and generates roughly $12mn in

annual revenue.

B Capital Group was formed in 2015 by Facebook co-founder Eduardo Saverin and focuses on investing in

companies in the consumer enablement, fintech and insurtech, and healthcare tech industries. The fund’s

AUM has just crossed the $1.4bn mark.

Deal Structure: The San Francisco-based company will raise $40mn in this Series C round, bringing total

capital raised up to $79mn. The funds will be used to acquire new customers, expand its solutions, and grow its

workforce around the globe.

Significance: It is estimated that firms that adopt machine learning spend over 80% of their time labeling and

managing their data, as the data very rarely comes with annotations. Labelbox offers an API that allows data

science teams to work with annotation teams from a single dashboard, allowing them to save hours on end

organizing data critical to their companies’ alignment with core business processes. The funding from this

round will allow Labelbox to continue to grow their customer base, allowing for global improvements in

operational efficiency through effective data labeling.

By: Phoebe Socha & Adam Inzelstein

Solidatus, is a London-based company that was developed to help organizations understand how data flows

through their systems by providing the intuitive data lineage discovery and visualisation solutions.

AlbionVC is the technology investment arm of Albion Capital Group LLP. Based in London, AlbionVC invests

from seed through to Series B in high growth companies in B2B software, deeptech and healthcare. AlbionVC

has over 20 years of experience investing in technology, has c.£500MN of venture funds, and over 50 tech

investments within its portfolios.

Deal Structure: Solidatus has secured £14MN in Series A funding led by AlbionVC along with the participation

of HSBC Ventures, and Citi, two of Solidatus’ global enterprise clients.

Significance: Solidatus empowers organizations to effectively map, manage and monetize their key asset, data.

The company’s software is used by top-tier global financial, pharmaceutical and consulting firms to visualize

and understand their data estate taking advantage of the ability to track data through their enterprise to drive

business intelligence, digital transformation, and regulatory compliance. The funding from this deal will be

used to fast-track Solidatus’s planned global expansion, into new territories including the US, Europe, and Asia,

as well as delivering best-in-class data management capabilities to new industry verticals. The investment

round comes shortly ahead of Solidatus’s participation in the UK Department of International Trade’s Virtual

US RegTech Roadshow, taking place at the end of February 2021. This deal was led by Emil Gigov and Jay

Wilson of AlbionVC with Jay Wilson joining the Solidatus’ Board of Directors following the investment.
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GROWTH EQUITY 3

Matillion looks to further develop their cloud data integration platform after raising $100mn in a Series
D funding round led by Lightspeed Venture Partners.

Modern Health earns $74mn in a Series D round led by Founders Fund.

Sitetracker is a Saas platform for deploying, operating, and servicing criticla infrastructure and technology. It

enables managers to optimize the entire asset lifecycle through features such as AI, automation, and actionable

analytics. Sitetracker poises itself as the only true full-lifecycle platform in this space. 

H.I.G. Growth Partners is the dedicated growth capital affiliate of H.I.G. Capital. With $43bn of equity capital

under management, H.I.G. Growth Partners focuses on small and mid-cap segments of the market with a focus

on ecommerce, industrial technologies, and other digital service companies. 

Deal Structure: Sitetracker received $42mn in additional funding led by new investor H.I.G. Growth Partners as

well as returning investor Energize Ventures with New Enterprise Associates (NEA), National Grid Partners,

Wells Fargo Strategic Capital, Salesforce Ventures, and others. 

Significance: Sitetracker has gained traction in the past year by staying ahead of its competition. One key

feature which has brought on the attention is machine learning. Additionally, Sitetracker grew its global user

base by 17,000 users in the past year due to their localized support and proven enhanced efficiency.  

Modern Health is a mental health benefits platform use by over 220 employers. Since last year, the company

has tripled its employee headcount and doubled its customer base. From virtual coaching to clinical therapy,

the company offers a variety of mental health solutions all within a single app.

Founders Fund, an American investment firm led by Peter Thiel, led the financing round. The firm has its

roots in venture capital and also has a growth fund targeted at investing in more mature companies.

Deal Structure: The $74mn deal was led by Founders Fund with Lachy Groom participating as well. Prior

investors include Battery Ventures and 01-Advisors.

Significance: The mass increase in depression and other mental ailments resulting from COVID-19 has

increased demand for mental health services. Companies realize that prioritizing employee health is necessary

to maintain productivity and morale, especially during the era of work from home. This funding round reflects

a larger trend in the employer and enterprise market, where companies like Lyra Health have received large

funding rounds. Going forward, Modern Health will use the funding to scale to meet growing demand and it

hopes to continue its stratospheric momentum. It seeks to expand globally while still offering its unique

customization and accessibility.

By: Lawrence Wu & Aaron Gunther
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M&A ACTIVITY

Desktop Metal (NYSE: DM) acquires fellow 3D printing company EnvisionTEC for $300mn, a deal
illustrative of a consolidating industry.
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Palo Alto Networks (NYSE: PANW), a cybersecurity solutions provider, acquired security startup
Bridgecrew for $156mn.

Desktop Metal is a 3D printing company located in Burlington, Massachusetts just right outside of Boston.

Desktop Metal provides metal and carbon fiber 3D printing solutions for design and mass producing prototypes.

Its primary consumers consist of engineers, designers, and manufacturers.

EnvisionTec is a 3D printing company based in the Greater Detroit area of Michigan. With over 100 pending

and granted patents, EnvisionTec provides 3D printing solutions across multiple sectors including

manufacturing, jewelry, dental, and design. Its speciality is its patented rapid manufacturing of customized

products.

Deal Structure: Desktop Metal (NYSE: DM) acquired EnvisionTec in a $300mn cash and stock deal expected to

close in the first quarter of 2021. Just last year, Desktop Metal went public through a SPAC that raised

approximately $580mn.

Significance: While 3D printing has been around for over 30 years, the past decade has seen the 3D printing

industry explode in growth and popularity due to technological advances coupled with a healthy competitive 3D

printing market. 3D printing has since lowered in costs, become increasingly accessible, and increasingly

utilized in more industries. However, this deal demonstrates a cooling down and slowing of the 3D printing

industry, thus indicating an impending market stabilization trend. As the industry stabilizes, 3D printing

companies are consolidating among themselves, absorbing intellectual property, and building better products.

To this end, the acquisition of EnvisionTec and Desktop Metal poses as a strategic maneuver for Desktop Metal

to continue staying competitive in a presently consolidating industry.

Palo Alto Networks is a multinational cybersecurity firm headquartered in Santa Clara, California. Their main

product includes enhanced firewalls and cloud-based technology to provide stronger encryption for their

clients. In 2019, Palo Alto introduced a new product called Prisma, which provides cloud security starting with

the development to runtime of a product, providing a clear link between security and DevOps teams.

Bridgecrew is an Israeli-based cybersecurity start-up specializing in cloud security. Their product allows for

users to easily debug cloud misconfigurations, providing security from the early stages of product

development. Their most notable product includes Checkov, an open-source infrastructure as code (IaC)

scanner, which allows large amounts of servers to be monitored and altered in a timely manner.

Deal Structure: Palo Alto Networks has agreed to acquire Bridgecrew for $156mn in cash. The acquisition will

take place in Palo Alto’s third quarter.

Significance: In the past year, as more companies and schools shift to online platforms, an increase in the

number of security breaches has called for various companies to tighten their information systems. This calls

for a heightened need for “shift-left security”, a practice in which developers move security protocols to the

beginning of the development process. Since Bridgecrew focuses on DevOps security tools specifically, the

acquisition would give them the opportunity to expand upon Prisma in depth, as more of Palo Alto’s clients are

looking for enhanced security, especially in DevOps. Through the acquisition, Palo Alto will become the first

cybersecurity platform to deliver security for the entire process of creating an application.

By: Henry Wong & Anya Sood
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FUNDRAISING & LP ACTIVITY

On February 17th, Locus Robotics announced that it has secured a Series E funding round for $150mn,
led by Tiger Global Management and Bond, bringing the firm’s total to roughly $250mn to date.
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Canadian based private equity firm, Novacap, raised $1.86bn for its sixth TMT fund.

Locus Robotics specializes in the development of a more modular solution towards automating warehouses.

With a massive fleet available, clients lease their robots to help make their logistical processes more efficient.

Tiger Global is an investment firm focused on companies within the internet, software, and financial

technology industries. With 97 employees, the firm currently manages close to $36 bn in assets spread over

300 portfolio companies.

Deal Structure: Building upon existing investments from Prologis and Scale Venture Partners, this new $150

mn funding round marks an important milestone for the company as it plans to improve productivity, scale

operations, and drive digital innovation in the global logistics market.

Significance: The logistics industry has been forced into a significantly more demanding role throughout the

pandemic. Providing essential services to businesses and consumers has never been more important. Locus

aims to improve these processes through more efficient warehouse design and automated fleets that can be

custom tailored to each client. Furthermore, Locus differentiates itself by not locking these systems in place,

thus providing flexibility to warehouse clients that lease out units with an uncertain time frame. Robotics will

continue to become a complementary and crucial part of warehouse operations by minimizing costs and

certain safety risks associated with warehouse work, while maximizing day-to-day efficiency.

Novacap is a buyout and growth equity firm with over $3.6 bn assets under management. The company’s TMT

fund strives to invest in firms that focus on growth and market leadership in the technology, media, and

telecommunications sectors.

Deal Structure: The investors of the fund consisted of sovereign wealth funds, public and corporate pension

plans, insurance companies, endowments and foundations, family offices and advisory firms.The fund will be led

by partners Pascal Tremblay, Stéphane Tremblay, François Laflamme, Ted Mocarski, Eric Desrosiers, and David

Lewin. Credit Suisse acted as financial advisor and placement agent for the TMT fund.

Significance: Novacap’s sixth TMT fund overwhelmingly exceeded the fund’s goal of $1 billion by nearly

twofold. Compared to Novacap’s prior fund raised in 2017, TMT V, TMT VI is nearly triple the size. This highly

successful fundraising round signifies the optimism for private companies within the technologies industry. The

pandemic has undoubtedly expedited the shift towards a more virtual, technology driven society, and Novacap’s

sixth TMT fund provides an opportunity for investors to capitalize on the trend. However, with the technology

industry becoming increasingly more competitive, it may make finding targets a more difficult task than it has

been in the past.

By: Griffin Byer & Jordan Sarnie
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LIQUIDITY EVENTS

Axiom Space raises $130mn in Series B funding.
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Match Group, Inc has agreed to acquire South-Korea’s Hyperconnect for $1.73bn.

Match Group, Inc is a provider of dating services and products globally. With an array of applications and

websites under their business portfolio, the dating company has amassed a respectable market share and

emerged as an industry leader. Tinder and Hinge are amongst the most popular of the Dallas based company’s

prolific portfolio.

Hyperconnect is a social discovery and video technology company based out of Seoul, South Korea. Backed by

SoftBank and Korea Investment Partners Hyperconnect has been able to establish itself as a leader in the

Korean market with two applications: Azar Hakuna Live. Hyperconnect is Match Group, Inc’s largest

acquisition thus far; The move was revealed after industry competitor Bumble’s announcement to go public.

The Korean dating company has made strides in WebTRC technology, a peer to peer connection method that

minimizes the use of a server as a middleman.

Deal Structure: Expected to close in Q2 2021, the Dallas’ Match Group, Inc agreed to purchase Hyperconnect

for  $1.725bn in cash and stock compensation.

Significance: Korea’s startup ecosystem is an undervalued market that has shown strong signs as an

emerging market for years to come. Government-driven policies and economic stimulation has allowed for a

plethora of unicorns and new global corporations to enter the scene. Paired with government sponsored tools

such as incubators and accelerators, foreign investment will only further  Korea as an Asian leader in per-

capita going forward.

By: Shiv Amin & Terrel Cox

Axiom Space was founded in 2016 in Houston, Texas.  Axiom's goal is to provide universal access to the

International Space Station. They have been chosen by NASA to be the the first company to add  privately

developed space modules to the ISS.

C5 Capital Partners is a London based private equity firm. Their focus remains in high growth companies in

the following sectors: cybersecurity, cloud infrastructure, data analytics and space.

Deal Structure: C5 Capital Partners led $130 million in series B funding for Axiom. This round received

participation from TQS Advisors, Starbridge Venture Capital, and Washington University St Louis.

Significance: Axiom is emerging as an early market leader in the expansion of the space travel industry. They

have bridged strong connections between public and private infrastructure that has allowed  them to work with

major players such as NASA. They have also accomplished many firsts.  They became the first company to be

contracted by NASA to work on the ISS. In addition, they have made plans to  become the first company to send

private astronauts, not trained by national governments, to the ISS.  The funding received by Axiom will be used

to further invest into the module project which is expected to be started in 2024. Axiom is aggressively looking

for acquisitions as well as they look to bolster the services they offer. This is a capital intensive business as each

flight they make typically cost over $200 million. This is an industry that is relatively new and has an immense

growth potential. There are few key players like SpaceX and Virgin Galactic, but the strength of partnerships

that Axiom has already made separates them from competitors.



IN THE NEWS

On Tuesday, February 16, Warner Music Group announced it was taking a minority stake in Rotana
Music, a deal that would potentially value Rotana at $200mn.
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Warner Music Group is an international media and record label conglomerate headquartered in New York

City. It’s known domestically as one of the “big three” producers in the recording industry and is the third-

largest music production company worldwide.

Rotana Music is a subsidiary of Rotana Media Group, the entertainment conglomerate owned and operated by

Saudi Arabian billionaire Prince al-Waleed. Most of the company’s reach and influence is contained in the

Middle East.

Deal Structure: Warner Music Group is taking a minority stake in Rotana Music. Although the exact terms

haven’t been finalized, the deal would reportedly value Rotana near $200mn.

Significance: This is a blockbuster deal because it’s teaming up one of the Western world’s largest music

production companies with the biggest record label in the Arab world. Both parties involved benefit

significantly. Warner’s presence in the Middle East will be expanded, allowing them to reach the growing

market of over 35 million young, tech-savvy, affluent consumers in the region. As for Rotana, its artists will gain

a more expansive global reach. It’s challenging for music coming out of the Middle East to penetrate European

and American markets, which is where Warner comes in. They’ll be able to promote Rotana’s artists’ music

alongside their own, and due to their popularity in the West, Rotana’s artists will gain popularity.

Last Monday, Reddit announced that it raised over $250mn in its latest round of Series E funding, led
by Vy Capital.

Reddit, based out of San Francisco, CA, is an online forum featuring aggregated content, news, and

conversations, which has become increasingly more popular in recent years. The company has raised over

$800mn in funding to date, including a $300mn Series D round led by Tencent Holdings in 2019.

Vy Capital is a global VC firm based out of Dubai, UAE. The investment firm is exclusively focused on internet

and software companies, making all of its investments in the technology, media, and telecommunications

(TMT) sector.

Deal Structure: Vy Capital led the $250mn Series E round, with additional contributions from existing investors

such as Andreessen Horowitz, Sequoia Capital, and Tencent Holdings. This latest round of funding propels

Reddit’s valuation to $6bn.

Significance: This round of funding comes at a great time for Reddit, whose platform has been experiencing

record downloads and traffic, after gaining users during the pandemic and recently for making headlines for

the “retail revolt” on Wall Street. With over 50 million daily users, the company has doubled its valuation since

its last Series D funding round of $300mn in 2019. Reddit has decided it was a great time to utilize these funds in

strategic investments, including video, advertising, consumer products, and expansion into international

markets. This plan has been bolstered by the acquisition of Dubsmash last December, a short-form video app

similar to TikTok. Reddit has also announced their plan to double its employees this year to 1,400.

By: Justin Radist & Nicholas Maggi


